Along with all of the regular sewing equipment
you’ll need, ie thread, needles, sewing machine,
a walking foot will come in handy for quilting
and appliqueing the pillow.
This pattern does not have pattern pieces for
the pillow front/backs, you will cut the required
pieces using a rotary cutter/matt/ruler.

2. Print the flower applique template (on page
4) and set to print at 100%, and “tiled” layout,
so it prints 6 pages at full size.
Note: In Acrobat Reader, under “Page Size &
Handling” ensure the setting is “Actual Size”.
Under “Poster”, select “Tile 100%” then Print.
Tape the pages together to use as a template.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:
FABRIC:
Pillow Front/Back:
1-1/2 yards Essex Yarn Dye Linen, Indigo

3. Using the template you just made, trace
each applique piece onto the paper side of the
fusible web, being sure to include each piece’s
corresponding number.

Flower applique:
Kona Cotton Solids
One fat eighth each:
1087
Coral
1011
Bahama Blue
1066
Cerise
1314
Royal
1482
School Bus
139
Lagoon
K001 480 Pickle
1007
Ash
K001-1019 Black
K001-1387 White
K001-91
Steel

4. Cut out each piece of fusible web roughly,
then, following the colour layout in the pillow
photo, fuse onto the back of each coloured
solid, according to manufacturer’s instructions.

-

22”x22” square Quilt batting
Fusible web, Light or Medium weight
Neutral colour thread
Contrast colour Thread
20”x20” Pillow Form

CUT
Pillow Front:
Cut 1: 22”x22” Essex linen

5. Cut out each coloured fabric piece along the
outlines you traced.
Assemble the pieces into the flower applique
shape, centred, on the right side of the pillow
front.
6. Carefully remove the paper backing from
each piece, and reassemble, with all raw edges
touching, and tucking the outer petal raw
edges under the inner “pie” shape slightly,
approx. 1mm, and fuse into place with your iron,
following manufacturer’s instructions.
NOTE: LAYOUT IS REVERSED FROM TEMPLATE LAYOUT,
UPON APPLIQUE ASSEMBLY

Tuck petal raw edges
underneath slightly

FLOWER APPLIQUE
LAYOUT

Pillow Back:
Cut 2: 20” x 16” Essex linen
DIRECTIONS
PILLOW FRONT
1. Make a quilt sandwich with the 22”x22” Pillow
Front fabric piece and the 22”x22” quilt batting.
(There is no backing fabric for the pillow top,
but you may add some if desired.)
Using the Serpentine stitch and contrast colour
thread, quilt the entire pillow front.
Trim quilted Pillow Front to 20”x20”, set aside.

CONTINUED...

DIRECTIONS

ASSEMBLE THE PILLOW

PILLOW FRONT CONTINUED

1. Place the finished Pillow Front piece right
side up.

7. Using the Neutral colour thread, and the
Blanket Stitch, stitch around every applique
piece on all sides, and on all edges of petals.

2. Place Pillow Back pieces, right sides together
with the Pillow Front, aligning raw edges along
the sides, bottom and top edges, and pin in
place.

Back pieces overlap

The back pieces will overlap each other by
approx. 10”, creating the “envelope” opening.

PILLOW BACK
1. HEM
With one Pillow Back piece, press under 1” along
one long 20” edge.
Fold the raw edge under to meet the crease you
just made, then topstitch, 3/8” from the folded
edge.
Repeat on second Pillow Back piece.

3. Stitch around entire pillow outer edge, using
a 3/8” seam allowance, and backstitching
where the pillow back pieces overlap, for added
strength.
Finish the seam allowance raw edge with a wide
zig-zag stitch.
Turn pillow right side out, and insert the pillow
form.
Enjoy your new Mod Pods Pillow!

PLEASE FIND APPLIQUE TEMPLATE ON
FOLLOWING PAGE

NOTE:

Print at 100%, tiled
(will print over 4 pages)
and tape together to form
template
1”
1”
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Check the size:
box should measure 1"x1"
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